
project 3:

Lightbulb Package



goal: 

Design an innovative and aesthetically 
pleasing package that holds 3 light bulbs. 



why? (what are the learning goals) 

1_Apply principles of 2-d design to 3-d

2_Introduction to Industrial Design 

3_Continuation of design as problem solving, 
learning a widely applicable design process:

–Research/collect info
–Ideate/develop/refine
–Work within constraints (i.e., material)



QUESTION_1:

How can we make it unique?

Will all the final products look the same?

I feel like everyone will have similar products. 



















current light bulb packages



























what are the opportunities 
for improvement?

–aesthetics
–concept
–usability
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Username: Seattle  Public Library Book: Packaging Essentials: 100 Design Principles for Creating Packages. No part of any chapter or book may be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form by any means without the prior written permission for reprints and excerpts from the publisher of the book or chapter. Redistribution or other use that 
violates the fair use privilege under U.S. copyright laws (see 17 USC107) or that otherwise violates these Terms of Service is strictly prohibited. Violators will be prosecuted 
to the full extent of U.S. Federal and Massachusetts laws.
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32"

16"

1, 2, 3, or 4 pieces — of any size —  
as long as all pieces fit on a 16" x 32" sheet









CUTTING CARDBOARD

Do I need a special tool to cut the cardboard?  
Will scissors work?



GRADING

How important are aesthetics to the grading?
 

 
What is more important — aesthetics or practicality?

Will there be a "drop test"?  



ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY

How easily  should  it be to assemble/disassemble 
the package (completely, or some parts only)?

Will we be required to assemble and disassemble  
the package for critique?



CLIENT/AUDIENCE

Is there a specific audience/group of people 
you’d like us to design our package for?

(For example, older users,etc.)



STRUCTURE:

Is it better to make a package from a single piece rather 
than three pieces?

Is using less cardboard better than using more?



STRUCTURE:
The corrugated edge is stronger than the smooth sides.





STRUCTURE:   
Exploit the natural tension in folds.



shorter lengths 
(facets) help to evenly  
distribute force/load.



STRUCTURE:  Folding/doubling material increases strength.























TABS + SLOTS

What type of tabs/slots are strongest?

Are tabs better than slots?

Please elaborate on different fastening and/or  
connecting techniques. 



creating curved shapes














